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position or the converse or iiiaceinate knowledge
of both This is the famous Heisenberg Un
certainty Principle Quantum, theory ib a set of
mathematical rules for calculating the behaviour
of fundamental particles m accordance wuh the
Uncertainty Principle In spite of its equivocal
sounding name the principle has led to an enor
uious increase m the accuracy with which physical
phenomena, can be described and predicted
Quantum theory includes all that previous theories
did and more
Quantum theory grew up in the same epoch as
the Theory of Relativity Heroic attempts have
been made to combme the two but vith only
partial success so far Pelatmty is concerned
with all motion and all physical laws but its
cha acteristic manifestations occui only when
something is moving with nearly the velocity of
light Quantum theory is likewise ail embracing
but its typical phenomena almost always occur
when something on the minute atomic scale is m
question Consequently the vast majority of
everyday mechanics needs no more than the clas
sical theory liid down by Newton which is neither
relativistic nor quantum
Relativity
Historically relativity grew out of attempts to
measure the speed with which the earth moved
through that hypothetical medium called the
ether which was supposed it that tune to be the
bearer of light waves To take a simple analogy
sound waves travel through still air with a certain
definite speed v If you move through the air
with speeds towards oncoming sound waves they
will pass you at the speed v + v Michelson and
Morley In their celebrated experiment of 1887
failed to find the corresponding behavioui on the
part of light This is so important an expeinnent
that it has been repeated and repeatedly dis
cussed ever since In October 1958 the latest and
most accurate confirmation of the Michelson-
Morley result was announced It seems as if light
always travels with the same speed relative to an
observer however fast he moves relative to any
thing else Einstein put it this way two ob
servers moving with any constant velocity relative
to each other will always agree that light travels
past them at the same speed this speed is denoted
by c and is approximately 186000 miles per
second
This postulate logically developed leads to re
markable conclusions For instance if you walk
from tail to nose of an aircraft at 4 m p.h and the
plane is receding from me at 300 m p h then you
recede from me at 304 m p h Common sense
Newton and Einstein would all agree on this
But if you could walk at 0 25c and the plane
moved at 0 5c the Newtonian mechanics would
give your recession speed as 0 75c whereas Em
stemian relativity would give about 0 71o Al
though at the everyday speed of 300 m p h the
disagreement though present in principle is
absolutely negligible at speeds near that of light
it becomes very pronounced Many experiments
show that the relativity answer is right
Equivalence of mass and energy
Another famous consequence of relativity is
the equation E = me3 connecting energy E
with mass m c is so great that when mass is
converted to energy a small mass gives a large
energy The grim demonstration of this was
given to the world at Hiroshima a more hopeful
one at Calder Hall the world s first nuclear power
station The life giving energy of the sun is
derived from nuclear processes which consume
mass and deliver energy according to this equation
Moss and rest mass
Mass is far from being a ample notion
The only complication we shall note here is that
the mass of a body is not necessarily constant
A stationary body can be observed to have a mass
called its rest mass If the body moves it has
energy of motion and therefore according to
Einstein s mass-energy equation, it increases its
mass. Mass thus depends on speed but in such
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a way that there is verj httle change unlet>= th
speed approaches that of Lght Many espen
ments on atomic particles demonstrate this The
interesting question now arises do all ftmdamen
tal particles ha\e rebt mast.? or do some have
moss derived solely from then- energy? The
answer appears to be that photons and neutrinos
have no rest mass all other particles have The
Table on JF14 gives then- rest masses
Special theory of relahnty
Die m-itliematical development of Einstein.,
ideas leading to the conclusions just referred to
constitutes the Special Theory of Relativity
Stated more generally the theory raises the
question whether two observers m uniform
relative motion could ever detect as a result ot
their relative speed any difference m the physical
laws governing matter motion and light To
this Special Relativity answers No The
detailed theory involves special consideration
of the results the two observers would obtam
when measuring (i) the spatial distance and (u)
the tune interval between the same two events
It turns out that they would not agree on these
two points They would agree however on the
vaiue of a certain Quantity made up jointly of the
spatial distance and the tune interval in a some
what complex combination The intimate
mixture of space and tune in this quantity has led
to the treatment of the three space dimensions
and time on an equivalent footing Hence tlie
frequent references to time as the fourth
dimension MmLowski devised an extremely
elegant presentation of relativity theory by uamg
an extension of ordinary geometry to four
dimensions A hue drawn m his four dimensional
space represents the path of a particle in space
and time i e the whole history of the particle
Thus the movement of particles in the ordinary
world is turned into the geometry of hues in
Minkowsln s four dimensional world of space-
time
Relativity and Gravitation.
The apparently innocuous extension of the
preceding ideas to include observers in accelerated
relative motion opened up new fields of mathe
matical complexity but enabled Einstein to bring
gravitation into the argument In speaking of
atoms and particles we have not yet mentioned
gravity This is because the electrical and
magnetic forces acting between the particles
constituting matter are much stronger than the
gravitational gravity need not enter atomic
theory at all But m the discussion of astrononu
cal problems and the movemen s of large scale
electrically uncharged bodies it has been usual
ever since Newton to say that two bodies of
mass «ii and m^ separated by a distance r
attract one another with a force proportional to
miTOj/r8 This is Newton s inverse square law of
gravitation With this Newton explained the
movements of planets and comets and the falling
to earth of the apple from his tree
The apple s fall ib accelerated and we observe
this by noting its position relative to certain
marks fixed with respect to us and by tuning
it with some sort of clock This system of
location in space and tune may be called our
frame of reference "We theiefore assert that
in our frame of reference the apple falls down
with an acceleration which Newton saw no
alternative but to attribute to a thing called
gravitational attraction Galileo had shown
that all bodies fall with the same acceleration at
all points and we can now rephrase this by
saying that m our frame of reference there is a
constant gravitational attraction or uniform
aramtahonal field (This last statement and
Gahleos demonstration only refer strictly to
points fairly near the earth s surface at greater
distances the gravitational field decreases and
is therefore not uniform )
Now suppose a collection of feUine bodies is
observed by an intelligent creature designated Q
who inhabits one of them O has his own frame
of reference fixed relative to htm. In C's frame
neither his own body nor any of the others, ib
accelerated and therefore he has no reason to

